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ABSTRACT 
In analytical world HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography) is the more power full tool and it is highly automated and tremendously sensitive. 
HPLC equipment economically high cost also. In contrast former day’s machinery and instrumentation have improved but typically problems still occur. 
Especially for in HPLC users but also for advanced learner, need help in separating, identifying and correcting typical problems. Every HPLC system consists 
of the same basic components, no matter if it is a modular system.Problems can take place in each component and can change the overall performance and also 
will consume more cost to recover the problems. This review paper provides simple guidelines for maintenance and trouble shooting of HPLC and also solving 
characteristic and commonly problems in HPLC. An easy-to-use table describes probable cause and solutions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography is one of the most 
used analytical techniques HPLC has been around for about 
35 years and is the largest separations technique 
used1.Beginning of the 60’s start of HPLC as high pressure 
liquid chromatography. End of the 70’s improvements of 
column material and instrumentation-High Performance 
Liquid Chromatography. Since beginning of the 80’s boom in 
HPLC started, Since 2006 new terms popped up like UPLC, 
RRLC, UFLC, RSLC2. Liquid chromatography was initially 
discovered as an analytical technique in the early 20th 
century and was first used as a method of separating colored 
compounds this is where the name chromatography,chroma 
means colour,graphy means writing, was derived. A Russian 
botanist named Mikhali S.Tswett used a rudimentary form of 
chromatographic separation to purify mixture of plant 
pigments into pure constituents3. High performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) is a separation technique utilizing 
differences in distribution of compounds to two phases: 
called stationary phase and mobile phase4. The stationary 
phase designates a thin layer created on the surface of fine 
particles and the mobile phase designates the liquid flowing 
over the particles. Under a certain dynamic condition. Each 
component in a sample has different distribution equilibrium 
depending on solubility in the phases and or molecular size. 
As a result the components move at different speeds over the 
stationary phase and are thereby separated from each other. 
The column is a stainless steel (or resin) tube which is packed 
with spherical solid particles. Mobile phase is constantly fed 
into the column inlet at a constant rate by a liquid pump. A 
sample is injected from a sample injector located near the 
column inlet. The injected sample enters the column with the 
mobile phase and the components in the sample migrate 
through it passing between the stationary and mobile phases. 
Compound move in the column only when it is in the mobile 
phase. Compounds that tend to be distributed in the mobile 
phase therefore migrate faster through the column while 
compounds that tend to be distributed in the stationary phase 
migrate slower. In this way each component is separated on 
the column and sequentially elutes from the outlet. Each 
compound eluting from the column is detected by a detector 
connected to the outlet of the column. The general 

instrumentation for HPLC incorporates the following 
components there is a solvent reservoir for the mobile phase. 
Sampling valves or loops are used to inject the sample in the 
flowing mobile phase just at the head of the separation 
column.  Samples should be dissolved in a portion of the 
mobile phase to eliminate unnecessary peak. Ahead of the 
separation column there may be a guard column or an in-line 
filter to prevent contamination of the main column by small 
particulate. To measure column inlet pressure a pressure 
gauge is inserted in front of the separation column. The 
separation column contains the packing needed to accomplish 
the desired HPLC Separation. These may be silica’s for 
adsorption chromatography, bonded phases for liquid-liquid 
chromatography, exchange functional groups bonded to 
stationary support for exchange chromatography, gels of 
specific porosity for exclusion chromatography, or some 
unique packing for particular separation 
method5.Instumentation of HPLC shown in figure 1 
Mobile-Phase Delivery System  
The mobile phase must be delivered to the column over wide 
range of flow rates and pressure.  A de-gasser is needed to 
remove dissolved air and other gases from the solvent.  
Another desirable feature in the solvent-delivery system is 
the capability for generating a solvent gradient5.  
Pump 
A pump should able to be operate to at least 1500 psi, a 
pressure suited to less expensive chromatographs.  However, 
6000 psi is a more desirable pressure limit.  For many 
analytical columns only moderate flow rates of 0.5 – 2.0 ml / 
min need to be generated5. 
Separation Columns 
Column is the important part of a HPLC instrument columns 
are constructed of heavy-wall, glass-lined metal tubing or 
stainless steel tubing to with stand high pressure (up to 7000 
psi) and the chemical action of the mobile phase.  Most 
column lengths range from 10 – 30 cms; short, fast columns 
are 3 to 8 cms long.  For exclusion chromatography, columns 
are 50 to 100 cms long.  
Standard Columns 
Many HPLC separations are done on columns with an 
internal diameter of 4 to 5 mm.  Such columns provide a 
good compromise between efficiency sample capacity, and 
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the amount of packing and solvent required.  Column packing 
feature particles that is uniformly sized and mechanically 
stable.   
Detectors 
The sensitivity of universal detector for HPLC has not been 
devised yet.  Thus it is necessary to select a detector on the 
basis of the problem.  
UV Visible Photometers And Spectrometers  
Optical detectors based on UV-Visible absorption are the 
workhorses of HPLC, constituting over 70% of all detections 
system of all in us.  Basically three types of absorbance 
detectors are available: a fixed wavelength detector, a 
variable detector, and a scanning wavelength. 
Fixed Wave Length Detectors 
A fixed wavelength detector uses a light source that emits 
maximum light intensity at one or several discrete 
wavelengths that are isolated by appropriate filters 
Variable Wavelength Detectors 
A variable wave length detector is a relatively wide-band 
pass it offers a wide selection of UV and Visible wavelength, 
but at increased cost. 
Photo Diode Array (PDA) Detectors 
To obtain a real time spectrum for each solute at it elutes, 
solid-state diode arrays are required.  The diode arrays work 
in parallel simultaneously monitoring all wavelengths. 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF HPLC  
HPLC is the sensitive and high cost equipment also. So, we 
need to care about regular maintenance of HPLC. It leads to 
reduce the cost due to routine problems. The equipment 
should be inspected weekly for signs of leaks. Prior to any 
analysis, a system suitability test, which closely resembles 
the intended assay, should be performed to ensure that the 
system is operating within establish criteria. Before using 
mobile phase solvents should be thoroughly familiar with all 
hazards and safe handling practices. Observe the 
manufacturer recommendations for use, storage and disposal. 
These recommendations are normally provided in material 
safety data sheets supplied with the solvents. The storage 
condition is one of the important parameter to maintain the 
HPLC. Should not operate the system in a cold room or 
refrigerated area. The ambient temperature is 10-35◦C, 
ambient relative humidity is 20-80%6.It may varies depend 
on manufacturers. Some of basic assumptions to maintain 
HPLC are, The HPLC is plugged in and turned on, solvent is 
in the reservoir, The detector has good lamp in it, the solvent 
bottle does not have a vacuum on it, should not use acetone at 
195nnm,should not do the water to hexane as gradient, should 
not use methanol and water without degassing, Solvent pH 
should not exceed 13 on a silica base column, should not 
blow HCL vapors into HPLC,should not flush system with 
methanol after running buffer, do not filter organic solvents 
through organic solvents, do not try to change the column 
frits while it still has pressure in it, do not pump cyclohexane 
above 2000psi and don’t tight mobile phase container. 
Frequently should calibrate the instrument using appropriate 
procedure7. 
HPLC TROUBLE SHOOTING 
A systematic approach is best to identify any problems when 
trouble shooting the HPLC. This guide is organized into five 
major categories8 a) problems with base line b) problems 
with chromatograms c) problems with abnormal pressure d) 
leaks e) problems with auto samplers9  
 
 
 

Problems with Baseline  
Base line in chromatography, it is the part of chromatogram 
that represents any time period during which only mobile 
phase passing through detector. Any signal present in the 
baseline represents the noise of the chromatographic system. 
By trouble shouting the baseline problems such as drift and 
noise, which are shown in table 1 and 2 we can proceed for 
further process in HPLC.10-14  

Problems with Chromatograms 
Many problems in HPLC showed changes in chromatogram. 
Some of the problems can be solved by changes in the 
equipment, some others have to modify in assay procedures. 
The possible cause and remedy are discussed in tables 3 – 9. 
Problems Associated With Pressure 
A change in the pressure of operating system indicates there 
may be a presence of problem. Some of guidelines listed in 
the below tables 10 and 11 to trouble shoot the problem 
associated with pressure.  
Problems with Leaks  
Leaks are usually can stopped by tightening or replacing a 
fiiting.Be careful while that over tightened metal 
compression fittings can leak and plastic finger tights can 
wear out. If a fitting leak does not stop when the fitting is 
tightened a little, take the fitting apart and inspect for 
damage. Damaged fittings should be replaced or discarded. 
The possible causes and remedy are shown under table 12 – 
15.  
Problems in Auto Samplers 
In HPLC equipped with auto samplers, most probable 
problem is needle damage. The problem arise while sampler 
drawn the sample from sample tray. Improper arrangement of 
sample tray may cause bend in the needle.9 the results are 
shown under table 16. 
CONCLUSION 
High Performance Liquid chromatography having wide 
variety of applications in many fields such as bio chemistry 
research, analyzing the air and water pollutants, monitoring 
the pesticides level in environment, federal and state 
regulatory agencies use HPLC to survey food and drug 
products for identifying confiscated narcotics or to check for 
adherence to label claim,nuraceuticals,forensic department, 
clinical diagnostics. HPLC made by different critical 
components.  These guidelines will assist to maintain the 
HPLC system from routine problems. It leads to reduce the 
cost and enhance the performance of the system. This article 
provides common trouble shooting procedure for all types of 
manufacturers. 
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Table 1:   Baseline Drift 

Possible cause Remedy 
Column temperature fluctuation8,10 Control column and mobile phase temperature, use heat exchanger before column 
Mobile phase mixing problem8,10 Correct composition and flow rate. 

Slow column equilibration, especially when changing mobile 
phase8,10 

Flush column with intermediate strength solvent, run 10-20 volumes of new mobile phase 
through column before  analysis 

Contaminant or air build up in detector cel8,10 Flush with methanol or clean cell with  1N HNO3( never use HCL never use HNO3 with 
PEEK tubing 

Solvent leaks7 Tighten, replace fittings 
Gradient solvent B absorbs more Than solvent A7 Try a new mobile phase, use baseline subtraction 

At high lab temperatures (28◦C) more baseline instabilities 
comparing to lower lab temperatures (22◦C) when using 

ACN/water or buffer gradients and mixtures.11 

Higher temperatures can enhance the polymerization of ACN resulting in building of 
polymers. Filtration of ACN-eluent with empore SDB-XC polystyroldivinylbenzol filter. 

 
Table 2: Baseline Noise 

Possible cause Remedy 
Air in mobile phase, detector cell or pump11 Degas mobile phase or flush the system. 

Pressure close to maximum11 Minimize the back pressure by reduce the flow rate or heating the column. 
Incomplete mobile phase mixing11 Mix the mobile phase by use less viscous solvent. 

Pump pulsations11 Clean or exchange check valves of the pump head, if problem persists, incorporate pulse dampener into system. 
Air trapped in system11 Flush system with strong solvent 

Air bubbles in detector11 Purge detector. Install back pressure device after detector. Check the instrument manual for RI detector 
Weak detector lamp11 Replace lamp 

Detector cell contaminated7 Clean cell 
Column leaking packing material11 Replace the column and clean the system 

Contaminated mobile phase12 Thoroughly wash the reservoir, ensure that the no traces of degradants remain in the vessel, as this will cause 
spurious peaks in the baseline 

Detector electronic problem12 Contact your maintenance provider 
 

Table 3: Peak Tailing 
Possible cause Remedy 
Blocked frit8 Reverse flush the column or replace the inlet frit or replace column 

Interfering peak8 Use longer column or change mobile phase/column 
Wrong mobile phase pH 11 Adjust pH ,for basic compounds a lower pH usually provides more symmetric peaks 

Sample reacting with active sites10,11 Add ion pair reagent or volatile basic modifier or change column 
Wrong column type10.11 Try another column 

Acidic or basic tail8 Use buffer with pKa value equal to pH of mobile phase 
Wrong injection solvent Peaks can tail when sample is injected in stronger solvent than mobile phase, dissolve sample in mobile phase 

Interfering components in sample Check column performance with sample 
 

Table 4: Peak Fronting 
Possible cause Remedy 

Column overloaded10,11 Inject smaller volume. Dilute the sample 1:10 or 1:100 fold in case of mass overloaded 
Sample solvent incompatible with 

mobile phase 10,11 
Adjust solvent, flush polar bonded phase column volumes HPLC graded ethyl acetate at 2-3 times 

the standard flow rate, then with intermediate polarity solvent prior to analysis 
Low temperature8 Increase column temperature 

 
 

Table 5: Splits Peaks 
Possible cause Remedy 

One or more column sample components 
deteriorated or column activity changed 8 

Use fresh sample or standard to confirm sample as source of problem or replace 
the column, if new column improves analysis, try restore the old column. 

Sample solvent incompatible with mobile phase8 Change the solvent whenever possible, inject samples in mobile phase 
Partially blocked frit10 Replace the frit 

Column bed is broken 7,11 Replace column 
 

Table 6: No Peaks 
Possible cause Remedy 

Detector lamp off11 Turn lamp on 
Loose/broken wire between detector and 

integrator or recorder11 
Check electrical connections 

No mobile phase flow 11 Start pump or check reservoir, loose fittings, and salt build up, seals. Disconnect tubing at guard column 
(if present) or analytical column inlet check for flow. Purge pump at high flow rate (5-10 ml/min).Prime 
system. If system has check valve loosen valve to allow air escape. If problem persists flush the system 

with methanol or isopropanol. If problem persists contact your service engineer. 
Injector not making injections7 Check injector 

Bad or wrong mobile phase or wrong standard 
or wrong sample or wrong guard column7 

Remove column and inject acetone solution to make a peak 

 
Table 7: Negative Peaks 

Possible cause Remedy 
Air bubbles passing through cell12,7 Degas mobile phase 

All peaks negative due to wrong polarity 7 Reverse leads or change detector polarity 
Sample solvent and mobile phase differ 
greatly in composition(UV-detector)10,11 

Adjust or change sample solvent. Dilute sample in mobile 
phase whenever possible 

Mobile phase more absorptive than sample 
components to UV wavelength10, 11 

Change UV-wavelength or use mobile phase that does not 
adsorb chosen wavelength 
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Table 8: Loss of Resolution 

Possible cause Remedy 
Mobile phase  contaminated/deteriorated10 Prepare new mobile phase 
Obstructed guard or analytical column 10 Remove guard column and attempt analysis if analytical column is obstructed, reverse and flush if problem 

arise column may be fouled with strongly retained contaminants, use appropriate restoration procedure, change 
frit or replace the column 

 
Table 9: Broad Peaks 

Possible cause Remedy 
Mobile phase composition changed 10 check make up of mobile phase 

Mobile phase flow rate too low. Not in the optimum of van deemter curve 10 Adjust flow rate 
Leak especially between column and detector. Peak will be broad with 

lower peak height10 
Check system for loose fittings, seals, leaks. 

Buffer concentration too low10 Increase concentration 
Column contamination10,12 Flush the column or replace. 

Peak represents two or more poorly resolved column 10 Change column type to improve separation 
Extra column effect: Tubing between column and detector too long or I.D 

too large 10 
Use as short a piece of 0.007-0.010 I.D tubing as practical 

Void at column inlet 10,12 Replace the column or open inlet end and fill void 
Detector settings incorrect 10 Adjust settings 

Column temperature too low 10,12 Increase temperature do not exceed 75◦C unless higher temperatures are 
acceptable to column manufacturer 

 
Table 10: System Pressure Abnormally Low 

Possible cause Remedy 
Mobile phase flow interrupted /obstructed 11 Check mobile phase level in reservoirs. Check flow through the system. Examine sample loop for obstruction or 

air lock. Make sure that mobile phase components are miscible and mobile phase is properly degassed 
Air trapped in the pump head 8 Disconnect tubing at guard column or analytical column inlet. Check for flow Purge pump at high flow rate (5-

10 ml/min).Prime system. If system has check valve loosen valve to allow air escape 
Leak at column inlet end fitting 11 Reconnect column and pump solvent at double flow rate. If pressure is still low, check for leaks at inlet fitting 

or column end fitting 
Air trapped anywhere in system 8 Disconnect guard and analytical column and purge system. Reconnect column. If problem persisists,flush the 

system with 100% isopropanol and methanol 
Controller malfunction8 Repair or replace the controller 
Flow rate set too low 8 Adjust flow rate setting 

 
Table 11: System Pressure Abnormally High 

Possible cause Remedy 
Flow rate set too high 8 Adjust flow rate setting 
Blocked column frit 8, Back flush the column or replace frit or replace column 
Precipitated buffer 8 Wash column 

Column temperature too low8 Raise temperature 
Controller malfunction8 Repair or replace the controller 
Blocked in-line filter8 Remove/replace in-line filter 

Problem in pump,injector,in-
line filter or tubing 11 

Remove guard column and analytical column from system. Replace with unions and 0.010 I.D or larger tubing to reconnect 
the injectors to detector. Run pump at 2-5 ml/min 

Obstructed guard column or 
analytical column 11 

Remove guard column (if present) and check pressure. Replace guard column if necessary. If analytical column is obstructed, 
reverse and flush the column, while disconnected from the detector. If problem persists column may be clogged with strongly 

retained contaminants use appropriate restoration procedure. If problem persists change inlet frit or replace column 
Pmax is set too low 6 Change the Pmax setting 

 
Table 12: Leaky Fittings 

Possible cause Remedy 
Loose fitting 8 Tighten 
Dirty fitting 8 Dis assemble and clean 

Mismatched parts 8 Use all parts from same brand 
Stripped fitting 8 Loosen or retighten or replace 

 
Table 13: Leaks At Pumps 

Possible cause Remedy 
Loose check valves 8 Tighten check valve (do not over tighten) 
Pump seal failure 8 Repair or replace 

Pulse damper failure 8 Replace pulse damper 
Purge valve 8 Tighten valve or replace the purge valve 

 
Table 14: Column Leaks 

Possible cause Remedy 
Loose end fitting 8 Tighten end fitting 

Column packing in ferrule 8 Dis assemble, rinse ferrule, reassemble 
Improper frit thickness 8 Use proper frit 

 
Table 15: Detector Leaks 

Possible cause Remedy 
Cell gasket failure 8 Prevent excessive back pressure 

Cracked cell windows 8 Replace cell windows 
Blocked flow cell 8 Re build or replace 
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Table 16: Needle Damage 
Possible cause Remedy 

Wrong vial in position for injection9 Align sample tray properly 
Vial slightly out of alignment9 Align sample tray properly 

Miss aligned needle crush the vial9 Align sample tray properly 
 
 

 
Figure 1:  Instrumentation of HPLC 
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